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Introduction
Essential tremor is an age-associated disorder and is the most
common pathological tremor disorder in the world (Louis et al.
1998). The cardinal feature of essential tremor is an entrainment
of motor unit activity at 3–8 Hz that produces a kinetic tremor of
the hands and arms (Deuschl et al. 1998; Deuschl and Elble
2000; Louis et al. 2001; Louis 2011), and there are increased oscillations between 0 and 3 Hz in patients with essential tremor
(Poon et al. 2011). At neuropathological examination, the most
consistent changes identiﬁed in essential tremor are found
within the cerebellum, including Purkinje cell axonal and dendritic swellings (Louis, Faust, Vonsattel, Honig, Rajput, Robinson, Pahwa, et al. 2007; Louis 2009; Kuo et al. 2011; Louis et al.
2011; Yu et al. 2012). The structural changes in the cerebellum
identiﬁed in postmortem tissue could be related to abnormal
cerebellar activity in patients who experienced tremor, but the
extent that tremor recordings from patients with essential tremor
directly correlate with cerebellar activity has not been reported
in the literature. In the primary motor cortex (M1) of patients
with essential tremor, studies using electroencephalography

(EEG) and electromyography (EMG) report that scalp electrodes
contralateral to the tremulous hand have coherence between
EEG–EMG at a tremor frequency between 3 and 8 Hz (Hellwig
et al. 2001, 2003; Raethjen et al. 2007). Further, magnetoencephalography (MEG) and EMG studies in patients with essential
tremor report that the activity of M1 is coherent with EMG oscillations at the tremor frequency between 5–7 Hz (Schnitzler et al.
2009). The current study examines the blood oxygenation leveldependent (BOLD) signal in the cerebellum and cortex during a
grip force task that elicits tremor to determine how the BOLD
signal relates to 0–3 and 3–8 Hz oscillations in force in essential
tremor.
The landmark study by Jenkins et al. (1993) used C15O2 positron emission tomography (PET) and found that resting regional
cerebral blood ﬂow (rCBF) was increased in the cerebellum of
essential tremor patients compared with control subjects. Although the ﬁndings were clear at rest, the study did not ﬁnd
between-group differences during action tremor. The current
study used task-based functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) to determine if the BOLD signal is increased, decreased,
or normal in patients with essential tremor compared with
healthy controls. Since the BOLD signal for task-based fMRI represents the difference between task-based activity and rest
(i.e., baseline) and essential tremor patients have elevated rCBF
at rest, it could be that the resting signal in the cerebellum is elevated to the extent that it would cause the task-based BOLD
signal to be reduced. We hypothesized that the BOLD signal in
the cerebellum during a grip force task would be decreased in
patients with essential tremor compared with control individuals. In contrast, based on prior work using EEG and MEG
(Hellwig et al. 2001, 2003; Raethjen et al. 2007; Schnitzler et al.
2009), we predicted that the BOLD signal in motor cortex would
be increased in essential tremor patients compared with control
individuals. Since 0–3 and 3–8 Hz force oscillations are elevated
in essential tremor (Poon et al. 2011), we also examined if distinct regions within the cerebellum and cortex relate to the 0–3
and 3–8 Hz force oscillations.
If the cerebellum and M1 produce abnormal BOLD activity
in essential tremor, an important subsequent question is how
this activity may impact other regions of the brain. Prior
studies applying transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to
the cerebellar cortex of healthy adults report that stimulating
the cerebellum prior to stimulating M1 reduces corticospinal
excitability (Ugawa et al. 1995; Baarbe et al. 2014). In addition,
resting state functional connectivity has shown important links
between the cerebellum and motor cortex (Bernard et al.
2013). In this study, the primary interest was to examine
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It is well-established that during goal-directed motor tasks, patients
with essential tremor have increased oscillations in the 0–3 and 3–8
Hz bands. It remains unclear if these increased oscillations relate to
activity in speciﬁc brain regions. This study used task-based functional
magnetic resonance imaging to compare the brain activity associated
with oscillations in grip force output between patients with essential
tremor, patients with Parkinson’s disease who had clinically evident
tremor, and healthy controls. The ﬁndings demonstrate that patients
with essential tremor have increased brain activity in the motor cortex
and supplementary motor area compared with controls, and this activity correlated positively with 3–8 Hz force oscillations. Brain activity in
cerebellar lobules I–V was reduced in essential tremor compared with
controls and correlated negatively with 0–3 Hz force oscillations.
Widespread differences in brain activity were observed between essential tremor and Parkinson’s disease. Using functional connectivity
analyses during the task evidenced reduced cerebellar-cortical functional connectivity in patients with essential tremor compared with
controls and Parkinson’s disease. This study provides new evidence
that in essential tremor 3–8 Hz force oscillations relate to hyperactivity
in motor cortex, 0–3 Hz force oscillations relate to the hypoactivity
in the cerebellum, and cerebellar-cortical functional connectivity is
impaired.

Participants then completed a training session to become familiar with
the grip force task. In the training and experimental session, patients
produced force with their most tremulous hand based upon self-report.
In addition to matching for age and sex, healthy controls were matched
to patients based on the hand used in the task and self-reported
handedness.
Participants produced force against a custom-designed Bragg
grating ﬁber optic transducer (Neuroimaging Solutions, Gainesville,
FL). The transducer was housed in a precision grip apparatus that was
held between the thumb and index ﬁnger in a modiﬁed precision grip
(Fig. 1A). The force transducer and its housing were constructed from
rigid, nonmetallic materials. As shown in Figure 1B, the visual display
contained 2 horizontal bars presented against a black background: a
red/green force bar and a white target bar. During rest periods, the
force bar was stationary and was red.
Participants completed one 7.3-min precision grip force task in the
fMRI session. We used a blocked-design paradigm consisting of alternating force and rest intervals. The task began and ended with a 30 s
rest interval. During the force interval, participants were instructed to
produce force for 2 s which began when the force bar turned green.
Each 2-s force pulse was separated by 1 s of rest, which was cued by a
color change of the force bar from green to red. A series of 10 force
pulses plus rest were completed to achieve a block of 30 s (Fig. 1C).
Participants were instructed to produce force to quickly reach the
white target, maintain force on the target, and then quickly decrease
force when the force bar became red. The target force amplitude
varied from trial to trial. Participants completed 4 blocks of grip force
in each of 2 visual feedback conditions. We included a vision condition
and a no-vision condition to test for an interaction between group and
visual condition. In the vision condition, participants were assigned
target amplitudes by the location of the target bar and were provided
with real-time force output information via the green bar. In separate
blocks of trials, participants completed the task without vision (i.e.,
the green bar did not move) and were instructed to produce force to
different target levels. The force bar changed from green to red (and
red to green) to cue force onset and offset to control the duration of
force. Participants were instructed to vary the force amplitude level for
each pulse and not fall into a speciﬁc pattern.
Force data Acquisition and Analysis
The force transducer was calibrated and had a resolution of 0.025 N.
Force data were digitized at 125 Hz using the si425 Fiber Optic Interrogator (Micron Optics, Atlanta, GA) and were collected and converted to

Materials and Methods
Participants
This study included 42 participants: 14 with essential tremor, 14 with
Parkinson’s disease, and 14 healthy controls. All essential tremor and
Parkinson’s disease patients were recruited and diagnosed by movement disorders specialists according to established criteria: essential
tremor based on the Statement of the Movement Disorders Society on
Tremor (Deuschl et al. 1998) and Parkinson’s disease based on the
United Kingdom Parkinson’s Disease Society Brain Bank criteria
(UPDRS) (Hughes et al. 2001). Essential tremor and Parkinson’s
disease patients were tested after overnight withdrawal from antitremor and anti-Parkinsonian medication, respectively. All Parkinson’s
disease patients had an action/postural tremor (range: 1–2 from question 21 of UPDRS). Healthy participants were recruited and matched to
patients for age and handedness. All participants were tested between
the hours of 7:30 AM and 12:30 PM. This study was conducted in accordance with the ethical standards outlined in the 1964 Declaration
of Helsinki. Institutional Review Board approved procedures were
carried out with the written consent of the participants.
Grip Force fMRI Task
Prior to the MRI session, each participant’s maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) was measured using a Jamar Hydraulic Pinch Gauge.
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Figure 1. Methods for the precision grip task. (A) Modiﬁed precision grip shown with
custom-built force transducer. (B) The visual display consists of 2 bars: a moveable
red/green force bar and a (stationary) white target bar. The red bar turned green
allowing it to be moved up and down in direct accordance to the amount of force
applied to the transducer. The location of the white bar indicated the target amplitude.
A green force bar indicated “go” and a red force bar indicated “rest”. (C) A
representative raw force trace from a healthy participant. Participants completed 10,
2-s force pulses separated by 1 s of rest for 30 s.
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functional connectivity during the force control task to assess
the correlations between cortico-cortical and cerebellarcortical oscillations. It was determined if cortico-cortical and
cerebellar-cortical oscillations are increased or decreased in essential tremor compared with healthy controls and compared
with Parkinson’s disease. Since the motor cortex from EEG and
MEG has increased coherence with EMG signals at the tremor
frequency in essential tremor (Hellwig et al. 2001, 2003; Raethjen et al. 2007; Schnitzler et al. 2009), we expected to observe increased cortico-cortical task-based connectivity for patients with
essential tremor. Also, since we hypothesized that the cerebellum activity would be reduced in essential tremor and the cerebellum is a site of pathology in essential tremor (Louis, Faust,
Vonsattel, Honig, Rajput, Robinson, Rajput, et al. 2007; Louis
2009; Kuo et al. 2011; Louis et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2012), we predicted that the cerebellar-cortical task-based functional connectivity would be reduced in essential tremor.
In addition to studying essential tremor and controls, this
study compares the BOLD signal and task-based functional connectivity between patients with essential tremor and individuals
with Parkinson’s disease. Parkinson’s disease and essential
tremor are among the most common movement disorders.
While Parkinson’s disease patients can have a resting tremor,
they also can have action tremor that looks like essential tremor
(Deuschl et al. 1998). The action tremor of Parkinson’s disease
occurs in a similar frequency band as patients with essential
tremor making it difﬁcult to use frequency analysis alone to distinguish a tremor associated with essential tremor from a tremor
associated with Parkinson’s disease (Sturman et al. 2005;
Helmich et al. 2013). The action tremor of Parkinson’s disease
and essential tremor can appear similar to a physician, and the
underlying pathophysiology that distinguishes these 2 diseases
is not fully understood (Shahed and Jankovic 2007). Prior fMRI
work examining the same grip task used in the current study
has shown that the basal ganglia and M1 have a reduced BOLD
signal compared with control individuals (Prodoehl et al. 2010;
Spraker et al. 2010). Therefore, it was anticipated that clear differences would emerge in the basal ganglia and M1 between
essential tremor and Parkinson’s disease.

FMRI data Acquisition and Preprocessing
Magnetic resonance images were collected using a quadrature volume
head coil inside a 3-Tesla MRI Scanner (GE Healthcare 3T94 Excite 2.0,
GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). Participants lay supine in the scanner
while performing the task. Head position was stabilized with adjustable padding on both sides of the head. Scanner noise was attenuated
by a combination of earplugs and earphones. Functional images were
obtained using a T2*-weighted, single shot, gradient-echo echo-planar
pulse sequence (echo-time (TE) 25 ms; time to repeat (TR) 2500 ms;
ﬂip angle 90°; ﬁeld of view (FOV) 200 mm2; imaging matrix 64 × 64; 42
axial slices at 3 mm thickness; 0 mm gap between slices). Anatomical
images were obtained using a T1-weighted fast spoiled gradient echo
pulse sequence (TE 2.9 ms; TR 9.9 ms; ﬂip angle 25°; FOV 240 mm2;
imaging matrix 256 × 256; 120 axial slices at 1.5 mm thickness; 0 mm
gap between slices).
FMRI Analyses
Data processing and analysis was performed using the public domain
software AFNI (Automated Functional NeuroImaging: http://afni.nimh.
nih.gov/afni/), SPM (Statistical Parametric Mapping: http://www.ﬁl.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm/), and custom shell scripts. Data processing for the
whole brain and cerebellum were similar except where noted. All data
processing was performed in AFNI except when normalizing to the
cerebellum in MNI space. The ﬁrst 4 volumes of each scan were discarded to allow for T1-equilibration effects. Motion detection functions
were applied to each functional time series using standard procedures
in AFNI. Remaining volumes underwent slice-acquisition-dependent
slice-time correction followed by registration to the last echo-planar
volume (via rigid body transformations), alignment with the anatomical scan, and then warping to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
brain template (ICBM152) in a single transformation to avoid repeated
resampling of the data. Next, each volume was smoothed to a ﬁnal
smoothness of 4 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) consistent
with prior studies (Prodoehl et al. 2010, P 2013). Head motion was
evaluated and voxels greater than 0.5 mm from TR to TR were excluded. To normalize the data, the signal in each voxel at each time
point was scaled by the mean of its time series on an individual subject
basis. In a separate analysis for the cerebellum, functional data in the
cerebellum were smoothed after the data were normalized and isolated
from the whole brain. Because of the distortions that occur in the cerebellum during normalization, the cerebellum was normalized separately using a high-resolution atlas template of the cerebellum (SUIT: a
spatially unbiased atlas template of the cerebellum and brainstem)
(Diedrichsen 2006; Diedrichsen et al. 2009). Functional data in the
cerebellum were smoothed to a ﬁnal smoothness of 2 mm FWHM,

consistent with the recommendations from SUIT procedures. Next,
each functional data set was regressed to the expected hemodynamic
response function for each task. The dependent variable at this level of
the analysis was the estimated β-coefﬁcient of the regressed time
series. The 6 head motion parameters (3 rotations and 3 translations)
calculated during registration were included in the general linear
model as regressors of no interest. Importantly, since participants produced force with their most tremulous hand, fMRI data were left-right
ﬂipped for all participants that completed the task with their left hand.
Thus, we refer to the left hemisphere as contralateral to the performing
hand and the right hemisphere as ipsilateral to the performing hand.
Since some of the functions of the human brain are lateralized, it is possible that such cerebral asymmetries could inﬂuence our ﬁndings. For
example, it is established that right parietal cortex is lateralized for
spatial attention and the left and right prefrontal cortex can be specialized for recall and recognition of memory, respectively (Posner and
Petersen 1990; Cabeza et al. 2003). To address this issue, we kept the
ratio of those who used their right hand and left hand consistent across
subjects in each group, and we kept the ratio of right-handers consistent across groups.
For group-level analysis, the output data were analyzed using separate 2-way ANOVAs: 1) group (essential tremor, control) by vision
(vision, no-vision), 2) group (essential tremor, Parkinson’s disease) by
vision (vision, no-vision), and 3) group (control, Parkinson’s disease)
by vision (vision, no-vision). The P-value threshold and the extent
threshold required to achieve the reported familywise error rate
(FWER) were determined using AFNI’s 3dClustSim program, which
takes into account the smoothness of the residual dataset and wholebrain mask as inputs, and creates Monte-Carlo simulations of noisedatasets with the speciﬁed smoothness. It then creates a frequency distribution of noise-cluster sizes and advises the P-value and cluster
extent required to control the FWER at a chosen level. Group-level analyses were thresholded at the voxel-level at P < 0.005 and cluster size of
324, which provides P < 0.05 (corrected). Since the F-values do not
provide the direction of the group effect, in the ﬁgures we label the
data with warm (red) colors when the mean difference between
groups was positive and cool (blue) colors when the mean difference
between groups was negative.
Regions of activation were identiﬁed according to neuroanatomical
coordinates reported in previous investigations (Culham et al. 2003;
Mayka et al. 2006; Prodoehl et al. 2008; Diedrichsen et al. 2009). These
regions served as the regions of interest (ROI) for the next step in the
analysis. Percent signal change was extracted from each ROI and then
correlated with force output variables in the 0–3, 3–8, and 8–15 Hz
bands. To control for multiple comparisons, a correction at a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05 was performed using the Benjamini–Hochberg–Yekutieli method in MATLAB. The method can be found at: http://
www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/ﬁleexchange/27418-benjaminihochbergyekutieli-procedure-for-controlling-false-discovery-rate/
content/fdr_bh.m. The adjusted P-value was 0.006 for the correlation
analyses.
Functional Connectivity Analysis
Following task-based fMRI analyses, we performed functional connectivity analyses on the entire fMRI run including rest and task blocks using
AFNI. It is likely that the functional connectivity results would differ for
the resting condition alone, and therefore, we included both rest and
force task blocks since essential tremor is a disorder of action. We used
3 seeds that differed signiﬁcantly between essential tremor and healthy
controls within the cerebellum, M1, and supplementary motor area. The
following steps were used to process these data in AFNI: 1) despike to
remove extreme time series outliers; 2) slice time correction for interleaved acquisition; 3) align EPI to the anatomy; 4) warp to MNI space;
5) segment anatomy into cerebral spinal ﬂuid (CSF), gray matter (GM)
and white matter (WM); 6) regress data for CSF and whole brain signal;
7) process time series through ANATICOR; 8) censor time points with
head motion > 0.5 mm; and 9) smooth data with a 4 mm FWHM ﬁlter to
reduce partial volume effects. Once we obtained the residual time
series, the time series from the seed region was extracted and we computed correlation coefﬁcients between the seed and other voxels that
were transformed to a z-score. We then used 3dttest in AFNI to compare
Cerebral Cortex 3
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Newtons with customized software written in LabVIEW (National
Instruments, Austin, TX).
Data analysis procedures were consistent with the methodology developed in previous work (Spraker et al. 2009, 2010). Visual inspection of force output was performed and 4 time-points were determined
for each force pulse: onset of force, force time point when the subject
reaches a steady-state hold, force time point when the subject begins to
decrease force, and offset of force. We then created 3 independently ﬁltered datasets. For the ﬁrst dataset, we used a 6th order low pass ﬁlter
with a cutoff frequency of 3 Hz. This procedure removes the tremor
component of force output. In a separate analysis, we used a 6th order
bandpass ﬁlter with a frequency passband of 3–8 Hz. This procedure
isolates the essential tremor component of the force output. Last, in a
ﬁnal analysis, we used a 6th order bandpass ﬁlter with a frequency
passband of 8–15 Hz to isolate any physiological tremor. We next
quantiﬁed for each set of ﬁltered data the standard deviation of force
with custom algorithms in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick,
MA). We also report the results for the mean force for the 0–3 Hz band.
The 3–8 and 8–15 Hz bands were ﬁltered such that the oscillations
occur about zero force and thus the mean is less relevant in these datasets. All variables were analyzed using a 2-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA): 3 (group: essential tremor, Parkinson’s disease, control) by
2 (vision: vision, no-vision). A main effect of group was decomposed
using Tukey’s HSD post hoc test. All statistical tests were evaluated at
an alpha of 0.05.

control versus essential tremor, control versus Parkinson’s disease, and
essential tremor versus Parkinson’s disease within each of the 3 seed
regions. The P-value threshold and the extent threshold required to
achieve the reported FWER were determined using AFNI’s 3dClustSim
program. The data were thresholded at the voxel-level at P < 0.005 and
cluster size of 324, which provides P < 0.05 (corrected).

Results
Participants
Table 1 shows the demographic and clinical information for
each group in the study. The univariate ANOVA for age revealed that the groups did not differ signiﬁcantly (P > 0.5).

Table 1
Subject characteristics
Variables

Group
ET

PD

Control

Sample size
Right-hand tested
Right-handed
Dominant tremor side
Females
Age (years)
UPDRS

14
8
12
6 Lt, 8 Rt
8
61.7 (11.0)
n/a

14
7
13
7 Lt, 7 Rt
4
64.0 (8.7)
29.6 (5.3)

14
9
12
n/a
8
60.2 (9.2)
n/a

Note: Values reported are sums or mean (SD). ET, essential tremor; PD, Parkinson’s disease;
UPDRS, Uniﬁed Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale.

Figure 2. The standard deviation (%MVC) of force output for essential tremor
patients, Parkinson’s disease patients, and controls in each ﬁltered dataset. We show
0–3, 3–8, and 8–15 Hz bands. Error bars are one standard error from the mean.
Signiﬁcant ﬁndings are noted with a star.
4 BOLD Activity and Force Oscillations in Essential Tremor
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fMRI Differences Between Essential Tremor and Healthy
Controls
The effect of vision was signiﬁcant in regions of the visual
cortex. We observed that visual cortex regions had greater
BOLD signal in the left and right V3 and left and right V5
regions. No other differences were found beyond visual
cortex. Since there was not an interaction between essential
tremor and controls, the remainder of the results were collapsed across visual conditions.
Table 2 reports the results of the voxelwise fMRI analyses
comparing essential tremor patients to healthy controls. There
were 8 clusters of activity in which essential tremor patients
were hyperactive compared with healthy controls. In particular, BOLD activity in the supplementary motor area (SMA)
was greater for essential tremor patients compared with
healthy controls. In addition to SMA, the BOLD signal was
greater for essential tremor patients compared with healthy
controls in contralateral middle frontal gyrus, contralateral
upper limb/hand region of primary motor cortex (M1), contralateral primary sensory cortex (S1), ipsilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), and ipsilateral dorsal premotor cortex.
Conversely, the BOLD signal was greater for healthy controls
than for essential tremor patients in 4 clusters (Table 2). These
regions include contralateral thalamus, lateral region of M1
and somatosensory cortex, and ipsilateral lobules I–V and Crus
II of the cerebellum.
Figure 3 shows the BOLD activity for contralateral upper
limb/hand M1 and ipsilateral V1 for the comparison of essential tremor patients with healthy controls. Positive values, represented by warm colors, indicate that BOLD activity was
greater for essential tremor patients compared with healthy
controls. The corresponding line graphs show percent signal
change in these voxels as a function of time for essential
tremor patients and healthy controls. The line graphs demonstrate that essential tremor patients had higher percent signal
change relative to healthy controls. Figure 3 also shows
reduced BOLD activity in ipsilateral cerebellar lobules I–IV for
essential tremor compared with control subjects. The line
graphs demonstrate that essential tremor patients had lower
percent signal change relative to healthy controls.
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Grip Force Output
We ﬁrst evaluated the mean force from the 0–3 Hz band. There
was no effect of group for mean force, F2, 78 = 1.70, P = 0.190.
A main effect of vision was observed for mean force,
F2, 78 = 8.27, P = 0.005, such that participants produced greater
force in the no-vision condition (18.35% MVC ± 1.40% MVC)
compared with the full-vision condition (15.80% ± 5.61%
MVC). There was not a group by vision interaction for mean
force.
Next, we evaluated the standard deviation of force in the 0–3,
3–8, and 8–15 Hz bands. Since the group by vision interaction was not signiﬁcant, we averaged across visual conditions.
The standard deviation for each frequency band and group
is shown in Figure 2. There was a main effect of standard

deviation for the 0–3 Hz band, F2, 78 = 8.84, P < 0.001. Tukey’s
HSD post hoc test indicated that patients with essential tremor
had a higher standard deviation of force compared with patients with Parkinson’s disease and healthy controls (see
Fig. 2). In the 3–8 Hz band, Figure 2 shows that there was a
main effect of group for the standard deviation, F2, 78 = 8.72,
P < 0.001. Tukey’s HSD post hoc test showed that patients with
essential tremor had more variable force output compared
with patients with Parkinson’s disease and healthy controls.
In the 8–15 Hz band, there was not a main effect of group
for standard deviation of force output, F2, 78 = 2.52, P = 0.09.
Only the 0–3 Hz dataset revealed an effect of vision, F2, 78 =
11.06, P = 0.001, such that the standard deviation of force was
higher in the no-vision condition (1.13% ± 0.67% MVC) compared with the vision condition (0.79% MVC ± 0.25% MVC).
The 3–8 and 8–15 Hz bands did not have a signiﬁcant effect of
vision F2, 78 = 0.41, P = 0.52 and F2, 78 = 3.45, P = 0.07, respectively. Overall, these data indicate that essential tremor patients
had more variable force oscillations in the 0–3 Hz and 3–8 Hz
bandwidths.

Table 2
Results of voxelwise fMRI and percent signal change analyses in ET versus controls
Cluster no.

ET > controls
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4
Cluster 5
Cluster 6
Cluster 7
Cluster 8
ET < controls
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4

Side

Region(s)

Ipsi
Con
Con
Ipsi
Ipsi
Con
Con
Con

V1*, V2
M1*
SMA*
DLPFC*
PMd*
Middle frontal gyrus*, middle cingulate cortex
S1*
Inferior parietal lobule*

Ipsi*, Con
Ipsi
Con
Con
Ipsi

Cereb lobules I-IV*
Cereb lobule V
M1*, S1
Thalamus*, caudate
Cereb crus II*, lobule VIIb

Size (mm3)

Pearson r-values for correlation between
PSC and SD of force

Peak MNI coordinates
x

y

z

F-value

0–3 Hz

702
594
837
756
621
621
324
405

18
−26
−2
36
36
−30
−38
−48

−102
−24
−10
14
−10
24
−36
−52

−6
60
66
38
44
36
50
44

46.32
30.85
23.70
19.29
19.27
18.30
14.41
13.98

0.238
0.167
0.210
0.309
−0.025
0.224
0.126
0.242

0.567
0.460
0.373
0.453
0.228
0.436
0.217
0.366

0.092
−0.016
0.097
0.157
−0.088
−0.022
−0.103
0.187

1872

6

−46

−15

25.13

−0.361

−0.159

−0.128

128
96
656

−60
−18
2

−10
−12
−76

20
20
−39

24.38
22.18
17.41

−0.300
−0.231
−0.316

−0.246
−0.129
−0.128

0.026
0.057
−0.073

3–8 Hz

8–15 Hz

Relation Between 3–8 and 0–3 Hz Force Oscillations
and fMRI Activity
ROIs from the essential tremor versus controls comparison
were created from the 12 clusters of activity reported in
Table 2. Percent signal change was extracted from each ROI
and then correlated with the standard deviation of force output
in each ﬁltered dataset across essential tremor and controls.
Pearson r-values are reported in Table 2 and signiﬁcant values
are noted in bold font (P < 0.006; FDR corrected P < 0.05).
Percent signal change in ipsilateral lobules I–V (Table 2,
Cluster 1 for ET < controls) were correlated negatively with the
0–3 Hz band of force output. This was the only region signiﬁcantly correlated with the 0–3 Hz band of force. The negative
correlation indicates that as the BOLD signal is reduced in the
cerebellum, force variability between 0 and 3 Hz increases.
The 3–8 Hz band of force output was correlated positively with
several areas of the cortex, including ipsilateral visual cortex,
contralateral M1, SMA, ipsilateral DLPFC, contralateral middle
frontal gyrus, and contralateral inferior parietal lobule (IPL)
(Table 2). This indicates that when the BOLD signal is greater,
that tremor amplitude is also increased. None of the hyperactive ROIs were negatively correlated with variability in force
output in the 3–8 Hz band. Also, none of the 12 ROIs were correlated signiﬁcantly with variability in the 8–15 Hz band.

fMRI Differences Between Essential Tremor and
Parkinson’s Disease
The data in Table 3 and Figure 4 is for vision and no vision
combined since there was no interaction between group and
vision. The effect of vision was signiﬁcant in regions of the
visual cortex, and we observed that visual cortex regions had
greater BOLD signal in bilateral V3 and V5 with vision. Table 3
reports the results from the voxelwise fMRI analysis comparing
BOLD activity in essential tremor and Parkinson’s disease patients. In all cortical, basal ganglia, and cerebellar regions with
differences between groups, the BOLD signal was greater for
essential tremor patients compared with Parkinson’s disease
patients. This pattern of hyperactivity is shown in Figure 4 in
several slices of the cortex and subcortex.

fMRI Differences Between Healthy Controls
and Parkinson’s Disease
The data in Table 4 is for vision and no vision combined since
there was no interaction between group and vision. The effect
of vision was signiﬁcant in regions of the visual cortex. We observed that visual cortex had greater BOLD signal in the bilateral V3 and V5 with vision. Table 4 reports the results of the
voxelwise fMRI analysis comparing BOLD activity in Parkinson’s disease patients with controls. In all cortical, basal
ganglia, and cerebellar regions with differences between
groups, the BOLD signal was greater for controls compared
with Parkinson’s disease patients. This indicates a distributed
pattern of hypoactivity that is speciﬁc to Parkinson’s disease
patients. The results are consistent with our previous work, in
a different sample of patients and healthy controls, showing
that Parkinson’s disease patients are characterized by widespread hypoactivity in the cortex and basal ganglia compared
with controls in task-based fMRI (Spraker et al. 2010).
Task-based Functional Connectivity in Essential Tremor,
Parkinson’s Disease, and Healthy Controls
Figure 5 and Table 5 shows the ﬁndings from the task-based
functional connectivity analysis with 3 seed regions for the
motor cortex. In Figure 5A (top panel), we show the results for
the ipsilateral cerebellum seed in lobules I–V. This seed revealed increased functional connectivity in healthy controls
compared with patients with essential tremor throughout
contralateral M1, SMA, and contralateral and ipsilateral dorsal
premotor cortex (Fig. 5A). There were no signiﬁcant differences in functional connectivity between healthy controls
and patients with Parkinson’s disease; however, patients with
essential tremor had reduced functional connectivity compared with patients with Parkinson’s disease for contralateral
M1. Figure 5B (middle panel) shows the results for the left M1
seed. This analysis demonstrated that essential tremor patients
have increased functional connectivity compared with healthy
controls in contralateral M1, SMA, pre-SMA, and contralateral
and ipsilateral dorsal premotor cortex. In a direct comparison of
functional activity in patients with essential tremor and Parkinson’s disease, we observed increased functional connectivity in
Cerebral Cortex 5
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Note: Con, contralateral; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; ET, essential tremor; Ipsi, ipsilateral; M1, primary motor cortex; PMd, dorsal premotor area; PSC, percent signal change; S1, primary
somatosensory cortex; SMA, supplementary motor area; V1/V2, primary and secondary visual cortex. All clusters signiﬁcant at P < 0.05, corrected. Region at peak coordinate is noted with an asterisk.
The bold values are P < 0.006, FDR corrected P < 0.05.

Figure 3. The results for the voxelwise analysis comparing essential tremor and controls
are shown in 4 slices of the cortex. (A) At left, regions of hyperactivation are shown in left
primary motor cortex (M1) and right primary visual cortex (V1). The corresponding line
graph to the right shows that percent signal change is higher for essential tremor patients
compared with controls across the time-series. The time-point “0” designates the onset
of the 30-s force interval. (B) At left, regions of hypoactivation within the cerebellum are
shown. The corresponding line graph to the right shows that percent signal change is
lower for essential tremor patients compared with controls across the time-series. The
time-point “0” designates the onset of the 30-s force interval.

patients with essential tremor in the SMA. As shown in Figure 5C
(bottom panel), functional connectivity increased for essential
tremor patients compared with healthy controls in contralateral
and ipsilateral M1, SMA, and contralateral and ipsilateral dorsal
premotor cortex. There were no differences observed for
healthy controls compared with Parkinson’s disease. Essential
tremor patients had increased functional connectivity in contralateral M1 compared with Parkinson’s disease. Taken together,
these ﬁndings demonstrate that patients with essential tremor
have increased cortico-cortical functional connectivity compared
with healthy controls and patients with Parkinson’s disease.
Further, patients with essential tremor have reduced cerebellarcortical functional connectivity compared with healthy controls
and patients with Parkinson’s disease.
Discussion
The current study provides 4 novel ﬁndings about brain activity and force oscillations in patients with essential tremor. First,
6 BOLD Activity and Force Oscillations in Essential Tremor
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Increased BOLD Activity in the Cortex in Essential
Tremor Compared with Healthy Controls
We identiﬁed increased BOLD activity in patients with essential tremor relative to healthy controls in the upper limb and
hand regions of M1. Further, the BOLD signal in upper limb
and hand region of M1 was correlated positively with 3–8 Hz
force oscillations. We found reduced activity in M1 and S1 for
essential tremor relative to controls located more laterally
in the cortex, but this region of hypoactivity was not related to
3–8 Hz force oscillations. The ﬁndings in the upper limb and
hand region of M1 are interesting because previous studies
report that the coherence (using EEG and MEG) between M1
and EMG occurs at tremor frequencies, which suggests that M1
is important in transmitting neural signals ultimately responsible for tremor (Hellwig et al. 2001, 2003; Raethjen et al.
2007; Schnitzler et al. 2009). This is the ﬁrst study to show a relation between the amplitude of the BOLD signal and 3–8 Hz
oscillations in tremor in patients with essential tremor.
Increased BOLD activity in patients with essential tremor
was not conﬁned to M1, but was also found in SMA and other
cortical regions including V1, DLPFC, and IPL. Further, the
amplitude of the BOLD signal was positively correlated with
3–8 Hz force tremor oscillations. Prior anatomical studies in
nonhuman primates indicate that many of these regions are
anatomically connected. For instance, SMA is connected with
M1 (Dum and Strick, 1991, 1996), and SMA and M1 both
project directly to the spinal cord and thus have the potential
to generate and participate in the control of movement (Dum
and Strick, 1991, 1996, 2002; He et al. 1995). The IPL region is
consistent with prior studies of grasping (Prodoehl et al.
2009), which suggests that the tremor occurring in essential
tremor could be related to grasp-related neurons in IPL. Also,
since the task used visual feedback the hyperactivity identiﬁed
for visual cortex could be related to increased visual motion on
the monitor—a consequence of increased oscillations of the
force output. Further, it is possible that visual cortex activity
could affect M1 and IPL activity. Future work is needed to
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BOLD activity was increased in essential tremor patients compared with healthy controls in multiple regions of the cortex
including contralateral upper limb/hand M1 and SMA, and
BOLD activity in the cortex was correlated positively with oscillations in the 3–8 Hz force tremor. Second, BOLD activity
was reduced in essential tremor patients compared with
healthy controls in ipsilateral cerebellum (lobule I-V), and the
BOLD activity in ipsilateral cerebellar lobules I–V was correlated negatively with 0–3 Hz force oscillations. Third, when
compared with patients with Parkinson’s disease, patients
with essential tremor had greater BOLD activity in M1, SMA,
and the basal ganglia. Fourth, during the force task patients
with essential tremor had reduced functional connectivity
between the cerebellum and M1 compared with healthy
controls and patients with Parkinson’s disease. In contrast,
patients with essential tremor had increased functional connectivity between SMA and M1 when compared with healthy
controls and patients with Parkinson’s disease. These ﬁndings demonstrate that speciﬁc cerebellar and cortical regions
relate to 0–3 and 3–8 Hz force oscillations in essential tremor.
Further, during the force control task, cortico-cortical functional connectivity is increased in essential tremor, whereas
cerebellar-cortical functional connectivity is reduced.

Table 3
Group fMRI activation differences in ET versus PD
Cluster no.

Ipsi
Ipsi
Con
Ipsi
Con
Con
Ipsi*, Con
Con
Con
Con
Ipsi
Ipsi
Con
Con
Con
Ipsi
Ipsi
Con
Ipsi
Ipsi
Ipsi
Ipsi
Con
Con
Con
Ipsi

Size (mm3)

Region(s)

M1*
Cereb lobules VI*, V
Putamen*, GPe, insula, middle frontal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus
DLPFC*, anterior cingulate cortex, superior medial gyrus
SMA*
GPe*, GPi, putamen, STN, thalamus
Pre-SMA*
Middle cingulate cortex*, anterior cingulate cortex, PMd, SMA, pre-SMA
PMd*, pre-SMA
Caudate*
Putamen*, caudate, insula, inferior frontal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus (V5)*
S1*, M1
Frontopolar cortex*
Inferior frontal gyrus*
Inferior parietal lobule*
PMv*, PMd, DLPFC
WM*, putamen
Thalamus*, GPe
GPi*, GPe, thalamus
Middle temporal gyrus*
M1*, PMd
Substantia nigra*
Angular gyrus*
Inferior parietal lobule*
S1*

432
2592
3807
3510
351
1674
1350
4185
810
351
3942
486
3834
3078
324
459
1998
567
486
432
351
324
351
513
486
351

Peak MNI coordinates
x

y

z

F-value

34
20
−30
28
−8
−30
6
−18
−18
−8
24
46
−48
−30
−42
48
48
−26
16
10
52
36
−8
−38
−32
48

−12
−60
−4
38
−18
−10
8
24
−4
6
2
−70
−36
48
36
−42
8
6
−18
−4
−36
−10
−22
−58
−48
−22

66
−25
−4
26
56
−6
50
30
62
20
−10
8
50
12
6
38
38
18
8
0
6
48
−12
32
50
30

40.21
39.68
37.19
33.35
33.00
29.73
29.36
29.35
28.25
27.76
27.25
26.64
26.22
25.68
23.19
23.71
22.40
21.00
19.78
19.58
19.06
18.36
17.36
17.20
16.49
15.36

Note; Con, contralateral; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; GPe, external globus pallidus; GPi, internal globus pallidus; Ipsi, ipsilateral; M1, primary motor cortex; PD, Parkinson’s disease; PMd, dorsal
premotor area; PMv, ventral premotor area; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; SMA, supplementary motor area; STN, subthalamic nucleus. All clusters signiﬁcant at P < 0.05, corrected. Region at peak
coordinate is noted with an asterisk.

address this issue. Since the cortical structures for M1, V1,
DLPFC, and IPL had a higher BOLD signal when the force
tremor was increased, this may indicate that neural ﬁring in the
cortex is elevated when action tremor occurs. This could have
clinical importance because it suggests that to alter tremor, cortical neurons may need to be inhibited. Problems with inhibition within the cortex are consistent with the GABA
(γ-aminobutyric) hypothesis for essential tremor such that
GABA related inhibition could be impaired in several areas of
the cortex (Helmich et al. 2013).

Figure 4. The results for the voxelwise analysis comparing essential tremor and
Parkinson’s disease patients are shown in 4 slices of the cortex and subcortex. All
voxels with differences between groups showed higher BOLD signal for essential
tremor patients compared with Parkinson’s disease patients.

Reduced BOLD Activity in the Cerebellum in Essential
Tremor Compared with Healthy Controls
It was observed that ipsilateral cerebellar lobules I–V had
reduced BOLD activity in essential tremor compared with
controls. Cerebellar Lobules IV and V are involved in the
production of overt goal-directed movements (Stoodley and
Schmahmann 2010; Stoodley 2012) and are anatomically
(Kelly and Strick 2003) and functionally (O’Reilly et al. 2010;
Buckner et al. 2011) connected to M1. The ﬁnding that percent
signal change in the ipsilateral lobules I–V of the cerebellum
was correlated negatively with 0–3 Hz oscillations suggests
that these regions of the brain relate to slow oscillations in
force. Prior studies have suggested that these slow oscillations
of force and movement output relate to online sensory guidance and motor corrections (Kunesch et al. 1989; Freund and
Hefter 1993; Miall 1996; Slifkin et al. 2000). Our interpretation
of this ﬁnding is that the inability to activate cerebellar neurons
from the rest to the task condition (i.e., BOLD signal) limits the
ability to modulate force and reduce force oscillations between
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ET > PD
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4
Cluster 5
Cluster 6
Cluster 7
Cluster 8
Cluster 9
Cluster 10
Cluster 11
Cluster 12
Cluster 13
Cluster 14
Cluster 15
Cluster 16
Cluster 17
Cluster 18
Cluster 19
Cluster 20
Cluster 21
Cluster 22
Cluster 23
Cluster 24
Cluster 25
Cluster 26
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Table 4
Group fMRI activation differences in controls versus PD
Cluster no.

Controls > PD
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4
Cluster 5
Cluster 6

Cluster 7

Con
Ipsi
Con
Con
Ipsi
Ipsi
Median
Con
Median
Ipsi
Con
Con
Con
Con
Con
Con
Ipsi
Ipsi
Con
Ipsi
Con
Con
Ipsi
Ipsi
Con
Con
Ipsi
Ipsi
Con*, Ipsi

Size (mm3)

Region(s)

M1*, S1
Putamen*, caudate, GPe, thalamus, amygdala, hippocampus, insula, inferior frontal gyrus
S1*
Putamen*, caudate, GPe, GPi, thalamus, amygdala, hippocampus, insula,
S1, M1, rolandic operculum, supramarginal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, frontopolar cortex
Superior parietal lobule*
Cereb lobules VI*, I–IV, V, crus I
Cereb vermis VI
Cereb lobules I–IV
Cereb vermis VIIb*, VIIIa
Cereb crus II, lobule VIIb
Cuneus*, precuneus
Fusiform (V4)*
Cereb lobule VI*, crus I
Cereb lobule VI*
Caudate*
M1*
Inferior occipital gyrus (V3v/V4)*
Middle temporal gyrus*, superior temporal gyrus
Superior parietal lobule*, S1
Inferior occipital gyrus*, fusiform gyrus
Insula*
PMd*
PMv*, PMd
S1*, M1
Middle cingulate cortex*
Frontopolar cortex
Cereb crus II*
Supramarginal gyrus*
Cuneus*

Peak MNI coordinates
x

y

z

F-value

1431
7209
351
13 176

−36
24
−50
−26

−24
2
−28
2

60
−10
54
6

48.86
45.57
44.81
42.46

378
6736

22
16

−42
−58

60
−27

33.50
31.01

2128

2

−70

−35

29.63

405
351
320
2056
567
324
513
1296
864
486
486
324
999
648
324
405
544
324
324

−12
−30
−38
−30
−14
−38
24
54
−30
34
−44
−36
34
58
−8
−30
26
46
0

−70
−72
−40
−52
20
−18
−90
−52
−46
−72
8
6
−10
−18
14
36
−84
−24
−84

36
−12
−35
−23
2
42
−12
14
48
−10
0
44
32
24
36
24
−43
24
38

27.83
25.27
24.28
22.68
21.14
20.90
20.51
20.46
20.43
20.16
19.78
18.22
17.45
17.35
16.63
16.10
14.65
14.08
13.88

Note: Con, contralateral; GPe, external globus pallidus; GPi, internal globus pallidus; Ipsi, ipsilateral; M1, primary motor cortex; PD, Parkinson’s disease; PMd, dorsal premotor area; PMv, ventral premotor
area; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; SMA, supplementary motor area. All clusters signiﬁcant at P < 0.05, corrected. Region at peak coordinate is noted with an asterisk.

0 and 3 Hz. The cerebellum has been previously linked to
closed-loop feedback based mechanisms in motor control for
healthy individuals (Seidler et al. 2004; Diedrichsen et al. 2005;
Vaillancourt et al. 2006) and these new ﬁndings for essential
tremor extend this prior work. The slow 0–3 Hz oscillations are
more closely linked to ataxic, irregular force output whereas
the 3–8 Hz force oscillations are more consistent with the
classic kinetic tremor of ET. These ﬁndings suggest that specific frequencies of force output are correlated with speciﬁc
regions of the motor circuit that are impaired in essential
tremor.
The ﬁnding that areas in the cerebellum have a reduced
BOLD signal that correlates negatively with 0–3 Hz force oscillations is important because the cerebellum is the most consistent area of pathology in essential tremor. Post-mortem studies
report degenerative changes in the cerebellum of essential
tremor brains, including Purkinje cell axonal and dendritic
swellings (Louis et al. 2006, 2011; Yu et al. 2012), Purkinje cell
loss (Louis et al. 2006; Axelrad et al. 2008; Kuo et al. 2011), heterotopically displaced Purkinje cells (Kuo et al. 2011), and
structural remodeling of basket cells (Erickson-Davis et al.
2010). It is important to note that not all studies have identiﬁed
these same postmortem ﬁndings and there is controversy as to
whether there is a loss of Purkinje cells in essential tremor
(Rajput et al. 2012). Prior studies applying TMS to the cerebellar cortex of healthy adults report that stimulating the cerebellum prior to stimulating the M1 reduces the corticospinal
excitability (Ugawa et al. 1995; Baarbe et al. 2014). When applying TMS over the cerebellum in patients with essential
8 BOLD Activity and Force Oscillations in Essential Tremor
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tremor, stimulation did not reset tremor and cerebellar inhibition of M1 was normal (Pinto et al. 2003). The authors concluded that any abnormal oscillatory brain activity in essential
tremor does not originate in the cerebellar cortex. The current
work is consistent with this interpretation, since we found that
BOLD activity in the cerebellum of patients with essential
tremor was only correlated with the 0–3 Hz oscillations in
force and not the 3–8 Hz oscillations associated with essential
tremor.
The current ﬁnding that essential tremor is characterized by
a hyperactive cortex and a hypoactive cerebellum is consistent
with predictions from the study by Jenkins et al. (1993), which
found increased resting rCBF in the cerebellum of essential
tremor patients. Increased rCBF at rest could partially explain
the reduced BOLD signal during the force control task in essential tremor. It is also possible that the continued increase in
rCBF at rest damages the Purkinje cells over time and causes
an abnormal BOLD signal during motor-task-based fMRI. An
additional interpretation suggests a compensatory mechanism
in essential tremor, such that the cerebellum becomes less
active during force production to compensate for an overactive
M1. The opposite scenario is also possible, such that the cortex
could have increased neural activity to compensate for the
reduced activity in the cerebellum. In line with a compensatory
hypothesis, we found that the functional connectivity between
the cerebellum and M1 was reduced in patients with essential tremor, which suggests the cerebellum and M1 are not
functioning together as they would in a healthy individual.
These ﬁndings extend recent work showing that resting state
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Cluster 8
Cluster 9
Cluster 10
Cluster 11
Cluster 12
Cluster 13
Cluster 14
Cluster 15
Cluster 16
Cluster 17
Cluster 18
Cluster 19
Cluster 20
Cluster 21
Cluster 22
Cluster 23
Cluster 24
Cluster 25
Cluster 26

Side

functional connectivity between the cortex and cerebellum
relate to behavioral changes in older adults (Bernard et al.
2012).
Diffuse Hyperactivity in Essential Tremor Compared with
Parkinson’s Disease
A novel ﬁnding in this study was that the essential tremor brain
was hyperactive relative to the Parkinson’s disease brain in the
cortex, basal ganglia, thalamus, and cerebellum. It could be
argued that the number of females and males could have inﬂuenced the pattern of ﬁndings since the Parkinson’s disease
group had 10 males compared with 6 in the essential tremor
group. However, the literature demonstrates that males have
either an increased BOLD signal or similar BOLD signal compared with females during memory, attention, and motor tasks
(Bell et al. 2006; Christova et al. 2008), as such, this would
counteract rather than facilitate the current ﬁndings.
An additional ﬁnding of importance was that SMA-M1 functional connectivity was increased in patients with essential
tremor compared with healthy controls and patients with Parkinson’s disease. Recent models of essential tremor suggest
that an oscillating network within the cortex may be responsible for tremor (Schnitzler et al. 2009; Raethjen and Deuschl
2012). The current ﬁnding that cortico-cortical functional
connectivity is increased between SMA and M1 in essential
tremor supports these models. Our ﬁndings also provide new

evidence that functional connectivity between the cerebellum
and M1 is reduced in essential tremor during a motor task.
We did not ﬁnd differences in brain activity between patients
with essential tremor and healthy controls in the basal ganglia.
This is important because the current study and previous
studies using a similar force task consistently report reduced
BOLD activity in Parkinson’s disease compared with healthy
controls in the caudate, putamen, and globus pallidus (Prodoehl
et al. 2010; Spraker et al. 2010). Moreover, Prodoehl et al.
(2010) demonstrated that BOLD activity in the internal globus
pallidus was signiﬁcantly correlated with the severity of Parkinson’s tremor. In a different study comparing healthy controls,
patients with tremor dominant Parkinson’s disease, and patients
with nontremor dominant Parkinson’s disease, it was shown
that patients with tremor dominant Parkinson’s disease had different BOLD activity in the internal globus pallidus and prefrontal cortex compared with patients with nontremor dominant
Parkinson’s disease (Prodoehl et al. 2013). Further, Prodoehl
et al. (2013) did not ﬁnd differences in the cerebellum or motor
cortex between patients with tremor dominant and patients
with nontremor dominant Parkinson’s disease.

Conclusions
The pathology of essential tremor is often attributed to a
central neuronal oscillator (e.g., Raethjen and Deuschl 2012).
Cerebral Cortex 9
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Figure 5. Functional connectivity for a seed in right lobule I–V (A), left M1 (B), and SMA (C). Comparisons of functional connectivity were made between controls versus essential
tremor, controls versus Parkinson’s disease, and essential tremor versus Parkinson’s disease.

Table 5
Group fMRI connectivity results for each seed region
Cluster no.

Right cereb lobule I–IV seed
Control versus ET
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4
Cluster 5
Cluster 6
ET versus PD
Cluster 1
Left M1 seed
Control versus ET
Cluster 1

Size (mm3)

Region(s)

Peak MNI coordinates
x

y

z

z-score

Con
Con
Con
Ipsi
Con
Ipsi*, Con
Con

PMv*
M1*
PMd*
PMd*
M1*
SMA
M1

675
648
459
378
324
351

−54
−36
−36
24
−45
3

15
−24
−6
9
−9
−18

30
60
63
63
57
66

5.20
4.68
4.26
4.21
4.17
−4.20

Con

M1*

351

−36

−27

66

−3.40

Ipsi*, Con
Con
Con
Con
Con
Con

Pre-SMA*, SMA
PMd
S1*
M1*, PMd
S1*, M1
S1*

7533

12

12

51

−6.23

324
1107
1485
324

−48
−33
−30
−54

−27
−12
−30
−27

48
54
51
42

−5.33
−4.88
−4.83
−4.35

Con

M1*

405

−51

−12

54

−3.88

Con
Ipsi*, Con

SMA*
Pre-SMA

351
540

−6
3

−12
12

72
51

4.49
4.34

Ipsi
Con
Con
Ipsi
Con

PMv*
PMd*, pre-SMA, SMA
M1*
M1*, PMd
SMA*

351
1890
459
540
837

51
−18
−48
33
−9

3
6
−6
−12
−15

24
51
63
45
60

5.00
−5.49
−4.98
−4.62
−4.54

Con

M1*, S1

594

−30

−30

57

4.32

Note : Con, contralateral; ET, essential tremor; Ipsi, ipsilateral; M1, primary motor cortex; PMd, dorsal premotor area; PMv, ventral premotor area; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; SMA, supplementary
motor area. All clusters signiﬁcant at P < 0.05, corrected. Region at peak coordinate is noted with an asterisk. Only signiﬁcant effects are reported in the table.

The idea that a distributed network of regions is involved in
the generation of essential tremor is consistent with the current
ﬁndings, which show patterns of hyperactivity in the cortex
and hypoactivity in the cerebellum speciﬁc to patients with
essential tremor. We found that 3–8 Hz force tremor oscillations correlated positively with M1 activity, whereas 0–3 Hz
force oscillations correlated negatively with cerebellar activity.
Further, we found increased cortico-cortical functional connectivity and reduced cerebellar-cortical connectivity in essential tremor. These ﬁndings support the idea that essential
tremor involves a distinct brain network from Parkinson’s
disease.
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